POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji : March 3, 2020
Phalguna 13, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on March 4, 2020 from 9.30 am to 5.00 p.m. at St. Inez. The areas affected are Greenland Housing Society Near St. Inez Bandh and nearby surrounding areas.

A power shut down has been arranged on March 5, 2020 on 11KV Mandrem feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Part of Arambol, Girkarwada, Bamanbhati and surrounding area.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 4, 2020 on account of maintenance of 33KV and 11KV feeders from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Dhawadkiwada, gundelwada and all areas under V.P. Thana and Koperdem.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 5, 2020 from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. in Pernem. The areas affected are Part of V.P. Korgao, Gaonkarwada, Petechawada, Newwada, Bhaidwada and surrounding area.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 7, 2020 from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. in Pernem. The areas affected are Part of V.P. Korgao, Gaonkarwada, Petechawada, Newwada, Bhaidwada and surrounding area.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 3, 2020 on account of maintenance of 33KV and 11KV feeders on 11KV Honda feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected is Vadakade DTC.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 5, 2020 on account of maintenance of 33KV and 11KV feeders on 11KV Saleli feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The area affected is Fomento DTC.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 5, 2020 on 33/ 11KV 10MVA Power Transformer feeding 11 KV Navelim feeder, 11 KV Mandopa feeder and 11 KV MES feeder at KRS S/S from 9.00 am to 1.00 p.m. The areas affected are Navelim V.P. areas, Nagmodem, Telaulim, V.P. areas, Tolleband, Buticas Navelim Market, Sinquetim, Dyna Soda factory surrounding areas, Rawanfond, Shantinagar, Aquemmm Baixo, Mandopa, Apibhat, Blasco Center, Moddi, New Colony, Fradilem, Dialgona, Bellem, Cruznagar, Ravora and Dongrim areas, MES surrounding areas, Nr. Ganapati Temple, Dicarpale, Lakaki and surrounding areas.
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